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acrimonious Marked by strong resentment or cynicism.
An acrimonious dispute.

angry Feeling or showing strong annoyance, displeasure, or hostility; full of anger.
An angry silence.

bake A social gathering at which baked food of a specified kind is eaten.
The soil in the desert is baked dry by the fierce heat of the sun.

boil A casual outdoor meal at which shellfish is prepared by boiling.
You can put the salad together while the pasta is boiling.

churn Produce butter by churning milk or cream.
The seas churned.

cooking Suitable for or used in cooking.
Cooking can be a great art.

delirium State of violent mental agitation.
A chorus of delirium from the terrace.

enraged Very angry; furious.
The enraged bull attached.

exasperated
Intensely irritated and frustrated.
As the students exit an exasperated teacher tries in vain to get their
attention.

fume
Treat with fumes expose to fumes especially with the aim of disinfecting or
eradicating pests.
He breathed fumes of wine into her face.

furiously In a manner marked by extreme or violent energy.
Terry was furiously scribbling away.

fury
A spirit of punishment, often represented as one of three goddesses who
pronounced curses on the guilty and inflicted famines and pestilences. The
Furies were identified at an early date with the Eumenides.
She was paddling with a new fury.
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indignant
Feeling or showing anger or annoyance at what is perceived as unfair
treatment.
He was indignant at being the object of suspicion.

indignation Anger or annoyance provoked by what is perceived as unfair treatment.
The letter filled Lucy with indignation.

infuriate Make (someone) extremely angry and impatient.
I was infuriated by your article.

ire
Belligerence aroused by a real or supposed wrong (personified as one of the
deadly sins.
The plans provoked the ire of conservationists.

livid Imparting a deathlike luminosity- E.A.Poe.
Livid lightning streaked the sky.

outraged Angered at something unjust or wrong.
A look of outraged disbelief.

poultice Apply a poultice to.
He poulticed the wound.

rage An interest followed with exaggerated zeal.
The sea hurled itself in thundering rage against the rocks.

rancor A feeling of deep and bitter anger and ill-will.

rancorous Showing deep-seated resentment- Aldous Huxley.
Sixteen miserable months of rancorous disputes.

rancour A feeling of deep and bitter anger and ill-will.
He spoke without rancour.

resentment A feeling of deep and bitter anger and ill-will.
Some people harbour resentments going back many years.

scald
Any of a number of plant diseases which produce an effect similar to that of
scalding especially a disease of fruit marked by browning and caused by
excessive sunlight bad storage conditions or atmospheric pollution.
She fought to stave off the hot tears scalding her eyes.

simmer Exist in a suppressed state.
The stew remained at a simmer for hours.

stew Food prepared by stewing especially meat or fish with vegetables.
Beef stewed in wine.

tantrum An uncontrolled outburst of anger and frustration, typically in a young child.
She threw a tantrum.

unleash Turn loose or free from restraint.
His comment unleashed a storm of protest in India.
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wrath Extreme anger.
He hid his pipe for fear of incurring his father s wrath.
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